
Dark Pool:
The rise of polluted email data 

and how to fix it.



Dark Pool: The Challenge

Email marketers face an increasing challenge in successfully executing campaigns and 

ensuring hard-won emails are reaching their intended audiences. The deliverability 

landscape has fundamentally changed. Data quality is now job #1.

ESPs all now use advanced AI to filter email, triggering 
inaccurate engagement data

These systems cause your marketing platform's tracking to fail: false fatigue, opens 

that aren't real, email that was never really delivered, contacts that no longer exist - or 

aren't even human. It’s a Dark Pool - where the reachability of your contacts is 

increasingly hard to know and existing deliverability solutions don’t address. 

This undercuts your team, your strategy, 
and your revenue.



“Wait but we already validate contacts!”

The trouble is that the email addresses may be “valid” but the ESP is intentionally returning 

inaccurate or misleading data.  None of the current email validator services or marketing 

automation tools are keeping up with ESP filters and scanners. And since marketing 

automation platforms charge on the basis of contacts, they’re not incentivized to address 

the problem. Your tools are failing you.



How this happened

Your marketing programs are getting caught in more sophisticated systems than ever 
before. But today’s marketing automation platforms, email validation tools,  and 
deliverability vendors were all built a decade or more ago when email deliverability was 
fundamentally different - and easier.

Two critical drivers: the increasing sophistication of email malware and the growing 
concern over user privacy. Both of these trends have forced both consumer and enterprise 
ESPs to adopt increasingly aggressive methods of scanning and filtering incoming email, 
and obfuscating their and their users’ behaviors.   

The biggest change has been to incorporate sophisticated AI to drive real-time analysis and 
response over the last 10 years. 

It’s no longer a static set of rules that govern how your email is 
received. There are adaptive, real-time systems learning from 
a global network of other ESP systems and acting on your 
emails - dynamically.



Why it matters: Trust

And because marketing automation platforms are disincentivized to fix this,  they happily 

record “Delivered” from catch-all servers, fake opens and clicks, non-existent “dwell time” as 

well as automatic scanning click behavior. They label contacts fatigued who never even 

received your email.  Even worse, most of these platforms do not accurately flag what 

should be considered hard bounce behavior. 

Current deliverability and performance reports are fooling marketing teams and no one is 

surfacing what’s really going on - leading to poor marketing funnel dynamics and the wrong 

conclusions. 



Case in point: Apple MPP

Motiva AI began researching marketing Dark Pools long before Apple’s Spring 2021 

announcement of Apple Mail Privacy Protection features. We’ve been tracking bad and fake 

engagement data for years in ESPs. Given the critical importance of protecting privacy and 

against malware attacks, Apple’s announcement wasn’t surprising. On the contrary, this 

raises the larger issue around engagement data quality as a whole, and forces marketing 

teams to think in terms of improving what and how they measure strategy effectiveness.

Motiva’s data scientists and engineers 

have already discovered a reliable way to 

detect what is a machine driven automatic 

“open” or “click” from Apple Mail. This 

method differs from what some vendors 

claim they do to detect Apple: using a 

particular text string in the response 

header when your tracking pixel is loaded 

by a mail client. This fragile method is 

already failing, because Apple has shifted 

its scanning approach. 



It’s Not Just Apple.

Many enterprise email systems have been automatically scanning, opening, and clicking 

on emails for years.

All major enterprise email systems can be configured to scan, open, and click 

automatically. They can also be configured to suppress opens and clicks - or not. 

These systems include:



What our research shows

Every marketing database includes some percentage of Dark Pool contacts that is in 

reality unreachable if you’re still using the same marketing techniques and tools that have 

been in play for decades. 

The only question is how much of this data is inaccurate and how far off your real activity 

statistics really are. 



Recently, Motiva’s data scientists surveyed a number of medium to large sized enterprise 

contact databases covering more than 100,000,000 records. The results were astonishing.

● Misclassified bouncebacks that should have been immediately marked invalid

● “Fatigued” contacts that never even received marketing emails 

● Contact engagement suppressed by the ESP

● Millions of wasted sent emails that affected IP reputation and deliverability

● Millions of machine opens and clicks recorded as genuine human engagement 

It’s a Dark Pool because you don’t know what’s below the surface and how it’s affecting your 

marketing funnel. Some of these Dark Pool contacts can be identified, engaged more 

precisely, and be moved into the general marketable contact pool. 

Many contacts, however, cannot be reached - which means you’re paying your marketing 

automation vendor for contacts that will likely never be customers - unless you’re using next 

generation tools like Motiva. The key is to understand which of these contacts are which, 

and treat them with precision.





AI created this problem. AI will solve it.

Motiva Dark Pool Cleanup addresses these problems with a variety of advanced tools and 

customized analytics that help you understand the scope of your Dark Pool and how to fix it. 

The standard best practices of email deliverability are still necessary; but they are no longer 

sufficient. Motiva Dark Pool Cleanup covers what’s hidden below the surface that’s hard or 

impossible to see with any current tools.





“Okay: how bad is it?”

We’ll tell you and give you a Dark Pool Score. You’ll be able to see quickly how bad the 

problem is, and get expert advice on how to treat the issues that we uncover. No other 

platform can give you this true view of your contact database’s engagement data.



Automated Dark Pool Analysis

Motiva’s Dark Pool Cleanup platform gives detailed guidance to handle all the major 

patterns we track. Think of it as ongoing insurance, protecting your marketing investments.

You’ll also have optional Motiva Strategic Services by your side if you’d like to get deeper, 

have custom needs, or want us to just clean the whole thing up for you. 



Know Your Risk

Motiva’s Dark Pool Cleanup provides a forensic analysis of every contact in your contact database 
and dynamically scores each according to risk. We have developed a proprietary analysis of 
individual-level activity, domain-level behavior, contact events, and external domain data to assign 
each contact a relative risk score. We go beyond simply marking contacts as valid or invalid.

Use this score to create custom suppression or treatment rules, fatigue remediation, segment 
definitions, or simply and quickly purge problematic contacts. 



Who’s Really Fatigued - and Who’s Not

Your Sender Score is decent. Your deliverability seems okay. Your hard bounces are under control. 

But you've got contacts who either have never engaged or have stopped engaging with your emails. 

They’re just all fatigued, right?

Not necessarily. In reality, there are lots of reasons contacts no longer engage with your messaging 

outside of fatigue. Some common reasons:

● Catch-alls and silent quarantine: ESPs configured to accept all incoming email without 
complaint and analyze before inbox delivery. 

● You're sending email at the wrong time.
● Your email hit shared internal adaptive blacklists. 
● Soft bounces that should have been treated as hard bounces
● Graylisting: ESPs "pause" delivery unless a human confirms it should be sent.
● You've got non-humans - bots - in your contact db.
● Your contacts never opted in in the first place. 
● HIdden engagement: the destination ESP is set to suppress opens, clicks, etc.

Motiva’s Dark Pool Cleanup identifies which contacts are actually reachable, and which ones are 
either already fatigued or at risk of getting fatigued. 

Use our risk analysis categories directly inside your segmentation rules in order to throttle fatiguing 
contacts dynamically! You can even combine this with Motiva AI’s Frequency Management to control 
different frequency strategies for different types of contacts, emails, campaign types, and more.

 



“Unresponsive” Accounts

Dive into your unresponsive audiences at key accounts and domains. Not all “unresponsive” 

contacts are the same. Some domains are configured to suppress all response signals entirely - 

which means some contacts are likely engaging. We’ll tell who is and who isn’t.

We can also tell you which of your accounts has likely blacklisted you but not telling you. We can 

tell you which accounts are filtering your emails silently, auto-scanning emails, or greylisting. Most 

importantly, Motiva Dark Pool can tell you the relative level of risk at every account domain in your 

database. 



Separate machines from humans.

Motiva’s deep pattern learning and matching identifies past, present and future opens and clicks 

generated by ESP scanners and filters. It adapts as it learns new patterns from changed behavior. 

We also detect non-human interactions that your marketing platform isn’t.

You’ll see which domains are generating false signal and be able to treat those contacts 

appropriately.



Find malicious bots.

Malicious bots are a growing problem across the internet. Motiva automatically detects likely bots 
that are trying to worm their way into your email marketing, slow down your marketing automation 
platform, and probe network weaknesses. In the worst case, bots can be used in connection with 
Distributed Denial of Service and more sophisticated attacks. 

Motiva can tell you which forms are being abused, which domains the attacks are originating from, 
and which contacts to remove from your system in order to protect your company’s assets.





Request your FREE 
Dark Pool Assessment

info@motiva.ai
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